
Sighting in for Point Blank Range II

Using a Ballistic Calculator to Calculate the Zero Range.

There are a number of ballistic calculators available on line. Hornady has a good one as it has range 
increments as short as 25 yards, which is ideal for this purpose.

Simply go to "hornady.com", then choose the ballistic calculator.

As with all computer programs, the advise "garbage in, garbage out" applies, so we need to be as 
exact as possible with our inputs, particularly regarding the height of the scope above the bore, and 
the load details. You can use typical values for temperature, altitude etc as these are not critical. You 
might also want to add wind data, just because it will give you a good indication of how far the 
projectile will be deflected. I suggest a 10 mph wind at 90 degrees. This wind strength is strong 
enough to sway shrubs and blow grasses about.

If using factory ammunition, try to find it's advertised ballistics. That may be on the pack, or can be 
obtained from the manufacturer's website.

If using hand loads, a reloading book will give approximate velocities, but an actual value from a 
chronograph is much better. The BC of the projectile you are using should be easily found on the 
maker's website, on the bullet pack or reloading manual.

Using the example in the first article, we are trying to find the range at which to sight in our rifle to 
shoot rabbits in the head or chest, so that a centre hold will give a killing hit on our 2 inch high 
target circle; I.e. The bullet will not rise more than 1" above the line of sight or fall more than 1" 
below it.

I'll use my 222 Remington in this example. The load is a 40gn VMax Hornady bullet with a BC of 
0.223, at 3400 ft/sec. The scope is 1.5" above the bore. Atmospheric pressure is 29.5"Hg, altitude is 
2000 ft, temperature is 80 F and humidity 78%. Leave the Drag Function at G1 (used for higher 
velocities).

Start by selecting a 100 yd zero and press "calculate" to obtain the trajectory and wind figures. You 
will see that out to 100 yds, the bullet rises a lot less than the 1" value we need, then it falls away 
quickly to 1" and more, below the line of sight.

Change the zero to 200 yds and re-calculate. Immediately you will see that the bullet rises too high 
above the line of sight, but these figures give you a better indication of what the optimum zero 
might be. 

Next try a 180 yd zero and recalculate. Now the bullet's flight out to 180 is about ideal, and at 200 
yds it is still just within the 1" drop limit we have set for ourselves. A reasonable guess would put 
the point blank limit at about 205 yds. 

Although 180 yds is not a convenient distance to actually zero the rifle, the ballistic table tells us 
that at 100 yds the bullet should be 0.9" above the line of sight. It should be a fairly simple job to 
sight in the rifle to shoot 1" high at 100 yds to obtain the 180 yd zero. If a 200 yd range is available, 
then check where the shots fall at 200. It is always advisable to check where the rifle is hitting and 
not rely on a ballistic table.

As I said in the first article, these figures have to be considered as ideal only. The ballistic calculator 
is assuming that the rifle can group into 0", and that you are capable of a perfect hold on the target. 

Some practice at 100 and 200 yds, using good field technique will tell you how far you can actually 
shoot for consistent, humane kills.

If you want to find a point blank range for your medium game rifle (shooting pigs, goats and 
smaller deer), you can assume a target circle of around 6", centred on the shoulder, I.e. The bullet 
should not rise or fall more than 3" from the line of sight, The actual killing zone on these animals 
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is more of a box, 6" high X 9" across, extending back to the liver. The best, quickest kills are in the 
front of the chest, taking in the front of the lungs, the heart and the major arteries and veins 
however.

You can calculate your point blank range in the same way as before, and do the field practice to find 
out how far you can actually shoot into this target area.

That only leaves the matter of accurately determining range. There is just one simple answer to this; 
buy a laser range finder and practice with it. They are a great investment.


